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Chairman Thompson, Ranking Member Smith, and Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the
opportunity to submit this testimony. My name is Amy K. Matsui, and I am the Director of Income
Security and Senior Counsel at the National Women’s Law Center.
For almost half a century, the National Women’s Law Center (“the Center”) has fought for gender justice
in the courts, in public policy, and in our culture. Our work across the issues that are central to the lives
of women and girls is vast and importantly, intentional, centering the experiences of those who are
most burdened by injustice – including women of color, immigrant women, and LGBTQ+ communities.
Against the backdrop of a national reckoning with racial injustice, paired with a global pandemic that has
disproportionately devastated communities of color, the Center is lifting up what it means for women
and girls – specifically Black women and girls – to live, learn, and work with safety and equity. It is
critically important, now more than ever, to highlight the experiences of women of color, and embrace
policy solutions that advance racial and gender equity.
The Economic Security of Women and Families Has Been Devastated by COVID-19
The COVID-19 crisis has laid bare the disastrous consequences of longstanding racial and gender
inequities. Women in the U.S. who work full time, year round are typically paid only 82 cents for every
dollar paid to their male counterparts, and wage gaps are even larger for Black women and Latinas. 1
Black and Hispanic households have only a fraction of the wealth owned by white households, 2 and
single women of color likewise face a significant and persistent wealth gap compared to white men. 3
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Women are far more likely than men to work in part-time, 4 low-paid, 5 and/or tipped jobs in the service
sector, 6 meaning women faced a higher risk of losing their jobs as retail stores, restaurants, and other
businesses were forced to lay off workers or close their doors entirely due to COVID-19. And women are
overrepresented in the front-line workforce, making up the vast majority of workers risking their lives to
provide health care, child care, and other essential services. 7
As a result, the pandemic’s economic consequences disproportionately impact women, and particularly
women of color. For example, women make up the majority of laid-off workers since February and are
more likely to be unemployed than men. 8 In May, the unemployment rate for adult women over age 20
was 13.9 percent (compared to 11.6 percent for men). 9 Unemployment rates are even higher for Black
women (16.5 percent), Latinas (19 percent), and for younger women (24 percent for women between
the ages of 20 and 24, with even higher rates for young Black women and Latinas). 10 In addition, many
women who are working are working reduced hours. In May, nearly three in ten women (29%) working
part-time wanted full-time work, but were unable to obtain it for economic reasons, such as their
employer not giving them full-time hours. 11 Women of color were even more likely to report involuntary
part-time work. 12 Consistent with their higher unemployment rates, a greater share of people of color
have reported loss of household income, compared to white people, since March 13.13
Many women already had difficulty making ends meet from paycheck to paycheck before COVID-19, but
millions of families are facing full-fledged economic disaster in the wake of the pandemic. Food
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insecurity, including among children, is rising. 14 Almost one in nine people reported not having enough
to eat in the past seven days, and over one in five people indicated that they had missed last month’s
rent or mortgage payment (and were not confident about making next month’s). 15 Academics and policy
experts expect to see poverty rates increase. 16 Predictably but unfortunately, the women and
communities of color who experienced the greatest disadvantages before the pandemic have been hit
the hardest by the health and economic crisis. 17 The pandemic is expected to have devastating and longterm effects on the incomes, wealth, health and well-being, and overall economic security of women
and families.
In light of this unprecedented level of need, the National Women’s Law Center strongly supports direct
cash payments and refundable tax credits as critical components of COVID-19 relief targeted to low- and
moderate-income women and their families, most especially women of color. 18 Such assistance will not
only mitigate the impact of the recession and enable women to meet basic needs for themselves and
their families, but will also stimulate the economy.
Direct Assistance and Refundable Tax Credits Put Resources in the Hands of People Who Need Them
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Even when the country is not in the midst of a recession, the boost in income provided by refundable
federal income tax credits like the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) and Child Tax Credit (CTC) helps
families make ends meet and reduces the harsh economic effects of gender and racial inequity.
For example, if counted in the official poverty measure, the EITC would have lifted the incomes of more
than 4.5 million people above the federal poverty level in 2017. This includes more than 1.2 million
women 18 and older, more than two in three of whom were women of color, and nearly 2.5 million
children, nearly three in four of whom were children of color. 19 Similarly, if counted in the official
poverty measure, the CTC would have lifted approximately 4.3 million people out of poverty in 2018,
including about 2.3 million children. 20 The boost in income provided by refundable tax credits like the
EITC and CTC improves health and educational outcomes for women and their children. 21 Research
shows that the added income from tax credits makes the biggest difference to the youngest and poorest
children. 22 There is also some evidence that, at the same income level, gains from added income may be
larger for children of color. 23 And because women of color make up a disproportionate share of poorly
paid workers, 24 they especially benefit from the EITC and CTC. 25
During a recession, however, the income boost provided by direct assistance and refundable tax credits
is even more acutely needed. These payments are critically important in order to relieve the financial
distress experienced by families who have lost jobs, face reduced wages, and have heretofore been
unable to accumulate savings that could help them weather income shocks. 26 During the Great
Recession, Congress enacted or expanded a number of income supports as part of the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009, including direct payments, known as “Economic
Recovery Payments,” and expansions to the EITC and CTC. Along with other benefits providing direct
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assistance to families (such as unemployment insurance and food assistance), these income supports
had a demonstrated positive impact on women and families. In particular, it has been estimated that, if
counted in the official poverty measure, Economic Recovery Payments and the improvements to the
EITC and CTC would have kept the incomes of 2.4 million people above the poverty line in 2009. 27
In addition, families in need who receive cash benefits tend to spend them quickly – because they need
to pay bills or rent, or for other necessities. 28 Direct assistance and refundable tax credits thus enable an
influx of spending into local economies, mitigating the effects of recessions and preventing job
loss. Research examining stimulus payments made in 2001 and 2008 shows that “payments to
individuals increase spending during a recession and help stabilize the economy.” 29 Overall, the
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimated that ARRA’s expansions of the EITC and CTC and similar tax
credits “generated between 60 cents and $1.50 in economic activity per dollar of cost.” 30
Direct Assistance Provided Under the CARES Act
The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (the ‘‘CARES Act’’), provides for one-time direct
payments to individuals. These payments are structured as a refundable tax credit that will be claimed
on tax returns for tax year 2020 but will be paid in advance, prior to December 2020. These payments,
termed Economic Impact Payments (EIP) by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), are worth a maximum of
$1,200 per person ($2,400 for a married couple filing a joint tax return), with an additional $500 per
dependent child age 16 or under. The maximum payment amount is available to eligible individuals with
2019 adjusted gross income up to $75,000 for single filers ($112,500 for head of household filers and
$150,000 for married filing jointly). For filers with income above those amounts, the payment amount is
reduced by 5% of the amount that adjusted gross income exceeds these thresholds. Single filers with
income exceeding $99,000 ($136,500 for head of household filers and $198,000 for joint filers with no
children, are ineligible to receive payments).
An estimated 152 million people had received an EIP towards the end of May. 31 In May, the IRS
calculated that the average EIP received was about $1,800. 32 Preliminary research indicates that families
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who received the payments spent funds on food, household goods, and bill payments, including rent. 33
In particular, researchers noted that people receiving EIPs, compared to people who received direct
(“stimulus”) payments in previous recessions, appeared to be spending more on food. 34 The households
surveyed for this research, whose average income was around $30,000, spent the EIP funds relatively
quickly – especially if they had low levels of cash on hand. 35
More Assistance Is Needed
While EIPs provided a welcome infusion of resources for many, some individuals and families suffering
economic distress were left out of EIPs under the CARES Act, with no clear policy rationale. For example,
families with dependent children 17 and older (such as college students or children with disabilities)
were not eligible to receive the additional $500 payment under the CARES Act. In addition, individuals
claimed as dependents by someone else (such as older and disabled family members) were not only
ineligible for the supplemental payments, but also ineligible to claim EIPs themselves. The Congressional
Research Service estimates that 20.4 million dependents were ineligible to receive the $500 additional
payment because of the definition of dependent used in the CARES Act. 36
Most egregiously, with limited exceptions, an individual (and, if married, his or her spouse) must have a
Social Security Number (SSN) to be eligible to receive an EIP under the CARES Act. In addition, otherwise
eligible children must have SSNs in order for the family to receive the additional $500 payment. This
means that immigrant households who file tax returns using an Individual Tax Identification Number
(ITIN) will not receive payments.
In addition, because most people must either file a tax return or complete an online form in order to
receive an EIP, some individuals and families whose incomes are so low that they do not ordinarily file a
tax return, who may not have access to the internet or to assistance, and who may not even have heard
about the EIP, are likely to miss out on this sorely needed benefit. According to the Center on Budget
and Policy Priorities, an estimated 12 million people risk missing out on EIPs because their incomes are
so low that they generally do not file an income tax return; people of color are disproportionately
represented within this group. 37
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In addition, research suggests that funds from EIPs were spent very quickly after they were received. 38
Yet families continue to need food and other necessities, and to pay bills and rent as they become due.
We are in the midst of an unprecedented economic crisis, and every indication is that the current
recession will persist for some time: for example, the Congressional Budget Office forecasts that the
unemployment rate will average 10.1 percent in 2021. 39 Thus, even families who already received or will
soon receive an EIP may need more help than this one-time payment provided, with even greater need
for the families who were not eligible to receive EIPs under the CARES Act at all.
Direct Assistance and Improvements to Refundable Tax Credits Proposed Under the HEROES Act
H.R. 6800, the Health and Economic Recovery Omnibus Emergency Solutions Act (HEROES Act), passed
by the House of Representatives last month, contains a number of proposals that address the deep
economic pain that women and their families are currently experiencing as a result of the pandemic.
If enacted, the HEROES Act would make retroactive improvements to the Economic Impact Payments
provided under the CARES Act. First, the HEROES Act would expand eligibility for the additional $500
payment to all dependents. In addition, individuals who file tax returns using either an ITIN or an SSN
would be eligible to receive an EIP. 40 These retroactive improvements would go a long way towards
increasing assistance to families supporting older children, older family members, or family members
with disabilities, and to immigrant families who were left out by the CARES Act.
In addition, the HEROES Act would provide for an additional direct payment of $1,200 per individual or
dependent (including up to three dependents, for a maximum payment of $6,000 for a married couple
filing a joint tax return and claiming three dependents). Households that file tax returns using either an
ITIN or an SSN would be eligible for the payments. The Institute for Taxation and Economic Policy
estimates that more than 4.3 million adults and 3.5 million children would benefit from the retroactive
inclusion of ITIN filers in the CARES Act payment as well as the additional payment. 41 Moreover, the
HEROES Act directs the Department of the Treasury to coordinate with other agencies and stakeholders
to conduct a “robust and comprehensive” campaign to ensure that eligible people who do not ordinarily
file a tax return receive this direct payment. This additional payment would also be paid in advance this
year, providing assistance to families who will likely continue to feel adverse impacts from the economic
downturn. 42
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Further, the HEROES Act would make several critically important improvements to the EITC, the CTC,
and the Child and Dependent Care Tax Credit (CDCTC) for tax year 2020. Refunds from these credits
would be issued when families file their 2020 tax returns in early 2021, when unemployment is still likely
to be high and the economy still sluggish. Even if the economy were improving at that point, women and
people of color may lag in recovering from this recession, as they did after the Great Recession. 43 Given
that refundable tax credits primarily benefit low- and moderate-income households, and that single
women and women supporting families on their own and families of color are overrepresented among
such households, these expansions of refundable tax credits would be both well-targeted and
equitable. 44
First, the HEROES Act would make long-needed improvements to the EITC for workers not claiming
children for the credit. Under current law, working people with very low incomes who do not have
children, whose children are not eligible to be claimed for the EITC, or whose children do not live with
them are only eligible to claim an extremely small EITC. For tax year 2019, the maximum EITC for these
workers was just above $500. 45 This means that the incomes of many workers are actually pushed below
the poverty line by federal taxes. 46 In addition, working people under age 24 and over age 64 are
ineligible to claim this credit under current law.
The HEROES Act would increase the amount and income thresholds for the EITC for workers not
claiming children and change the ages of eligibility from 24-64 to 19-65. 47 These improvements would
benefit a wide range of women workers, including women workers without children; young women who
already experience a wage gap; working mothers without eligible children; 48 women workers caring for
relatives who are seniors or people with disabilities; and older women who are approaching retirement.
The HEROES Act improvements would be particularly important in light of the high rates of
See, e.g., Chandra Childers & Gladys McLean, Institute for Women’s Policy Research, Black and Hispanic Women
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unemployment in sectors of low-paid work where women of color are overrepresented, such as the
leisure and hospitality sector (including restaurants and bars) and retail, and for younger women of
color. 49
In addition, the HEROES Act would allow households to elect to use their 2019 income to calculate the
EITC for tax year 2020, if their 2020 income is lower. This provision would provide targeted economic
relief by allowing families with significant drops in income to maintain the level of the EITC they had
been eligible to receive in the previous year. 50
Second, the HEROES Act would expand the CTC in ways that would particularly benefit families with low
incomes. The 2017 tax law increased the CTC to $2,000 per child but capped the refundable portion of
the CTC (at $1,400 in 2019), and precluded families from receiving a refund from the CTC unless they
have at least $2,500 in earned income. This left more than 26 million children in low- and moderateincome working families with less than the full $1,000 per-child increase. 51 Black and Hispanic children,
and especially very young children are disproportionately likely to not receive the full credit amount. 52 In
addition, the 2017 tax law requires a Social Security Number (SSN) for children claimed for the CTC. This
prevents about 1 million children, overwhelmingly “Dreamers,” from receiving the credit. 53
The HEROES Act would eliminate the cap on the amount of the CTC that can be received as a refund, as
well as the earned income requirement. In addition, the HEROES Act would increase the amount of the
CTC to $3,600 per child under age 6, and $3,000 per child aged 6 to 18. These improvements are
particularly important because of the projected increase in poverty as a result of COVID-19: forthcoming
estimates show that the HEROES Act expansions would dramatically reduce the child poverty rate,
especially for Black children. 54 The HEROES Act would also direct the Treasury Department to design a
program under which the Child Tax Credit could be paid in advance, which would provide families with
children with additional resources before the spring of 2021.
In addition, the HEROES Act would expand the EITC and the CTC for families in Puerto Rico, American
Samoa, and mirror-code territories. Under current law, Puerto Rican families with one or two children
are ineligible for a CTC and Puerto Rican families that do receive the CTC often receive a far smaller
Ewing-Nelson, supra note 8.
Marr, Hingtgen, et al, supra note 30; see also Elaine Maag & Donald Marron, Tax Policy Center, Design Changes
Can Strengthen the EITC During a Recession (May 18, 2020),
https://www.taxpolicycenter.org/sites/default/files/publication/159301/design_changes_can_strengthen_the_eit
c_during_recessions.pdf.
51
Marr, Hingtgen, et al., supra.
52
Sophie Collyer, David Harris & Chris Wimer, Columbia University, Center on Poverty and Social Policy (CPSP) &
Children’s Research and Education Institute (CREI), Left Behind: The One-Third of Children
in Families Who Earn Too Little to Get the Full Child Tax Credit (May 2019), available at
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5743308460b5e922a25a6dc7/t/5cda0024be4e5b0001c6bdc7/1557790757
313/Poverty+%26+Social+Policy+Brief_Who+Is+Left+Behind+in+the+Federal+CTC.pdf.
53
Jacob Leibenluft, Center on Budget & Policy Priorities, Tax Bill Ends Child Tax Credit for About 1 Million Children
(December 18, 2017), https://www.cbpp.org/blog/tax-bill-ends-child-tax-credit-for-about-1-million-children.
54
Letter from Columbia Center on Poverty & Social Policy to Sens. Bennet, Booker & Brown (June 15, 2020) (on file
with National Women’s Law Center). See also Marr, Hingtgen, et al, supra note 30 (making the CTC fully
refundable, even without increasing the amount of the credit, is estimated to lift the incomes of an estimated 3
million people above the poverty line).
49
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amount than families with children on the mainland. 55 Furthermore, Puerto Rican families are ineligible
for the federal EITC. Puerto Rico recently instituted its own Commonwealth-funded EITC, but the
maximum value for a family with two children is currently $1,500, compared to $5,830 for the federal
EITC. 56 The HEROES Act expansions would be particularly important for families in Puerto Rico, who
faced high rates of economic insecurity and poverty even prior to the pandemic.
Third, the HEROES Act would expand the Child and Dependent Care Tax Credit (CDCTC). The CDCTC is a
nonrefundable tax credit that reduces taxes owed by a percentage, based on income, of taxpayers’ child
or dependent care expenses. The CDCTC is theoretically worth a maximum of $1,050 for one child or
dependent and $2,100 for two or more children or dependents, but the benefit amount families actually
receive depends on their expenses, income level, and federal income tax liability. In practice, many
otherwise eligible families with low incomes do not receive the credit because they do not have enough
federal income tax liability against which to apply any CDCTC amounts. 57 Consequently, low-income
families receive few, if any, benefits from the CDCTC. Indeed, a 2018 analysis from the Tax Policy Center
showed that only 1 percent of the benefits from the CDCTC went to families with Adjusted Gross Income
of $30,000 or less. 58
The HEROES Act would make a number of improvements to the CDCTC, including, most importantly,
making the credit refundable. Making the CDCTC fully refundable would ensure that tax benefits are
equitably reaching low- and moderate-income families, 59 and this tax assistance would serve as an
important complement to direct assistance through the Child Care and Development Fund (CCDF). Given
the crisis that the child care system is facing as a result of COVID-19, 60 the Center has advocated for a
significant additional investment in the Child Care and Development Block Grant (CCDBG) of at least $50
billion to stabilize the child care system, support the child care workforce, and provide direct assistance
to low-income working families. 61
Conclusion
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We have the opportunity to enact well-targeted policies that will increase economic security, advance
racial and gender equity, and mitigate the effects of the recession. Women and their families are
struggling in the economic crisis unleashed by COVID-19, with communities of color experiencing even
greater impacts and commensurately greater hardship. We urge policymakers to provide assistance
through improved and additional direct payments and expanded family tax credits, to improve the
economy for all of us.
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